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Architectural Engineering This paper describes a procedure for estimating weather-adjusted retrofit savIngs. m

commercial buildings using ambient-temperature regression models. The selectIon

. of ambient temperature as the sale independent regression variable is discussed. An

D. E. Claridge approximate method for determining the uncertainty of savings and. a method for

Texas A&M University, College Station, TX identih'ing the data time scale which minimizes the uncertainty of savIngs ar~ de~el-

Department of Mechanical Engineering oped. "The appropriate uses of b<!th linear an~ change.-poin~ models for estimating

savings based on expected heatIng and coolIng relatIonshIps for common HVAC

systems are described. A case study example illustrates the procedure.

. U S Department of Energy initiated the effort that resulted i.n

Introduction . publication of the North American Energy Measurement and Ven-

In the buildings sector, which accou.nts for about a ~Ird fication Protocols (USDOE, 1996) and the IPMVP. Measured

of U S energ~ c.<>nsumpti'!n, advance~ m controls, maten.als, savings are used to payback the cost of retrofits, identify opera-

equipment, buIldIng practices a~d desIgn no,,! make possIble tional and maintenance problems, gauge the success of retrofit

new buildings which ~~st-effec~v~ly use as little a.s a quart~r programs and guide the selection of future retrofits.

of the ener~y of tradItional buIldIngs the same ~I~e, and m Perhaps the simplest method of measuring r.etro~t energy

many cases Increase occupant comfort and prOdUCtl~Ity as well savings is to directly compare energy consumption m the pre

(Bevington and Rosenfeld, 1990; Ro~ and Browm~g, 1995). and postretrofit periods. This method implicitly assumes that

However, the greatest near-term potential for decreasIng energy the change in energy consumption between the preretrofit and
~s7 in b~il~ings lies in retr~fit~ing the enormous st.<>c~ of ex- postretrofit periods is caused so~ely ~y ~e r~trofit. .However,

ISting buIldIngs. Because bUIldIngs generally have lIf~tlme~ of energy consumption in commercIal buIldIngs IS also Influenced

between 50 to 1.00 years, over 80 percent of commercIal bulld- by other factors including weather conditions, levels ?f occu-
~ ing floor space Is.m.<>re than a d~cade old (E!A, 1991). Many pancy, and HVAC operating procedures:-all of whIch may

of these older buildings use equIpment that IS far less en~rgy change between the pre and postretrofit penods. If these changes

efficient than today's best technology ~nd often has fallen ~~to are not accounted for, savings determined by this simple method

disrepair. Retrofit programs at the national, stat:, local; utility will be erroneous.

levels have targete~ existing buildings as a pnme. source of Changing weather conditions, in particular, can ~ave a dramatic

energy and cost savIngs. ~e e~ergence of a gro~mg energy effect on building energy use and savings determIned from m~-

services industry that specIalIzes m ene~gy con~ervatlon re~ofi.ts sured data. For example, in a simulation study of commercIal

is further testament to the cost-effective savIngs potential m building energy use in five US cites Eto (1988) demonstrated

existing buildings. . . .. that during abnormally cold and warm weather years simulated

Energy conservation retrofits are typIcally InItIated b~sed on gas consumption was up 28.6 percent higher and 26.4 percent

predictions of ~ow muc.h energy an.d money a re.trofit will save. lower respectively than during average weather year:s. Because

However, predIcted savIngs often dIffer substantlall~ from.m~a- these-'deviations are in many cases equal to the magnItude of the

sured 1 savings. In a study of ov~r 1., 700 co~e~cIal buIldIng retrofit savings, the need to account for changing weather when

energy retrofits, fewer than one m SIX came ":'Ithin 20. percent determining savings in commercial buildings is clear.

of measured res~lts (Greely et al., 1990). DIscrepancI~~ s.u.ch This paper describes the use of ambient-t7mperature regre~-

as these led Jarrueson and Qualmann to conclu~e ~hat utility sion models to r~duce the influence of changing weather condI-

concern regarding the reliability of model prediCtlOn~ for the tions on building energy consumption so that retrofit savings
purchase of energy sav~?gs is ~ell-foun~ed." And HIrst 7t al. may be more accurately measured. The techniques discussed

( 1986) concluded that larg.e dIscrepancIe~ bet~een predIcte,~ here are appropriate whenever weather';dependent energy con-
and actual energy use. . . dIsco~rage effi~Iency mvestme~ts. sumption data are used to measure savings, even if the energy

Because of the frequent lar~e dIscrep~cI.es betw:en predIC~ed consumption of the system that was retrofitted is weather inde-

and measu.red savings, ~here IS sub.s~ntlal Interest m m~asunng pendent. Thus, if weather dependent w.hole-building e~ergy

energy savIngs. The National ASSOCIation of Energy ServIce Con- consumption data are used to measure savIngs, these technIques
tractors developed protocols for the measurement of fe;tro~t sav- are equally appropriate for determining savings from a lighting
ings in 1992 and ASHRAE began development of a guIdeline for retrofit as from a chiller retrofit. In either case, the effect of
measuring retrofit savings (GPC 14P) in 1994. Subsequently, the changing weather between the pre and post retrofit periods

should be removed from the energy consumption data before

~ teml "measured" savings is used to denote savings detennined from a savings can be accurately determined.

building.s measured energy consumption, in contrast to "predicted" savi~s

based on engineering calculations and/or simulation models. h
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much energy was saved during the weather conditions that actu- 1996; Krarti et al., 1998). However, the complexity of these'
ally occurred (Claridge et al., 1991). Normalized savings (Fels, techniques must be weighed against the accuracy gained by
1986; Ruch and Claridge, 1992a) estimate the savings that including multiple environmental variables.

" would have occurred during "normal" or average weather con- Ambient-temperature based regression models, on the other

Y ditions. hand, have been shown to describe commercial building heating
, Actual savings are calculated as the difference between the and cooling energy use with RMSEs of about 15 percent of the

~ postretr~fit energy consumption predicted by the pre retrofit mean energy consumption even with data time-intervals as short

~ model EPr. and measured energy consumption during the post- as a day (Kissock et al., 1992; Katipamula et al., 1994; Kissock

~~ retrofit period EM..s. The procedure to calculate actual savings and Fels, 1995). In addition, the use of ambient temperature

~ is summarized by: as the single independent variable both eliminates statistical

m m problems due to multicollinearity and reduces data collection

SACluai = L Sj = L (EPr.j - EMeas.J (1) requirements to a single, accurately-measured, and widely avail-
j-1 i-I able parameter. Because of these advantages, temperature-based

. . regression models are widely used for determining weather-
where ~ IS the. number postretrofit.meas~rements (I.e., when adjusted savings (Claridge et al., 1991; Greely et al., 1990; Fels
calculating savIngs for one year usIng dally data, .m = 365). and Keating, 1993).
Once a preretrofit model has been developed to estimate base-
line conditions, actual savings can be determined on an ongoing . . . .
basis as soon as the retrofit is in place. Estimating the Uncertamty of Weather Adjustment

The typical procedure to determine normalized 'savings is to Three types of error influence the estimate of weather-ad-
identify ambient-temperature regression models of both the pre justed savings: systematic error, extrapolation error and random
and postretrofit energy consumption. An estimate of annual en- error. Systematic error occurs when recorded values differ from
ergy consumption in a "normal" weather year, sometimes truevaluesinaconsistentmanner,suchaswhenasensorconsis-

called the Normalized Annual Consumption (NAC), is then tently reports values which are 10 percent greater than the true
developed for each period using long-term average weather value. Once discovered, systematic error can be removed or
data as the input to each model. The procedure to calculate minimized by correcting the affected data. Extrapolation error

normalized savings is summarized by: can occur when an empirical model predicts energy consump-

m m tion for temperatures that are outside of the range of tempera-

SNonn = NACPr. - NACpost = L EPr. - L E (2) tures used to identify the model. Extrapolation error can be

j-1 J j-1 post,J minimized by ensuring that the data period used to identify the

.. . . model extends for a full year, or, at a minimum, for a period
Con~lderatlo?s fo: decidIng whether to calculate actual or which includes both hot summer and cold winter weather (Kis-

normalized savIngs Include: sock et al., 1993).

. Normalized savings provide the most accurate compari- There are tW? components of rand~~ error, :-;hich"is t~:
son with savings predicted by weather-dependent simula- random fluctuation of data .about the expected or true

'1-.,/ tion models value. The first component IS random measurement error and

. Normalized'savings introduce more uncertainty into the is associated wi~ the precision ?f sensors and metering equip-
savings calculation than actual savings because of the ~ent. The mag~ltude of the possible random measurement error

additional uncertainty of the postretrofit model. IS usually specified by the man~facturer of a sensor, often as.a. Actual savings can provide quick feedback about the per- percentage of the sens<?r r~admg. ~e. seco~d ~o.mponent IS
formance of the retrofit, whereas normalized savings re- ran~om model error, which ~s the deViation of Individual obser-

quire that enough postretrofit data be collected so that an vatlons from the value predicted by a model. Both components

accurate postretrofit model can be developed. of random error can be quantified using the procedure that
follows. .

. .. The estimate of actual energy savings and the associated
Weather Correction With Ambient Temperature as uncertainty for any period d in the postretrofit period can be
the Sole Independent Variable written as:

Many environmental variables, including ambient tempera- (Sd::!: fsd) = (Pd ::!: fpd) - (Md ::!: fmd) (3)
ture and humidity, wind speed, and solar radiation, influence
building energy consumption. Their relative importance de- where Sd is the energy §.aved, P d is the energy use p,redicted by

pends on the local climate and on the building's physical and the preretrofit model, Md is the energy use measured during the

operating characteristics. In principle, there is no reason not to postretrofit period, and f is the random error associated with

include all of them in a multi variable regression model of energy each parameter!

consumption. However, the most important environmental vari- Assuming that the prediction and measurement errors are
abies for predicting energy consumption in buildings, namely independent, the uncertainty of savings, fsd, is (Holman, 1994):

ambient temperature, ambient humidity, and solar radiation, are = [( )2 + ( )2] 1/2 (4)
often linearly related, causing multicollinearity in the regression fsd fpd fmd .

models (Ruch et al., 1993a; Reddy et al., 1998). When multicol- For a simple linear regression model of energy use (E) with

linearity exists, the regression coefficients may not indicate the temperature (T) as the independent variable, the uncertainty

relative importance of the independent variables. In addition, associated with predicting energy use using the pre retrofit model

the uncertainties of the regression coefficients (usually reported fpd is (Neter et al., 1989):
as the standard error of each parameter estimate) may be so 2 1/2

large tha~ the model's u~ef~lness fo~ pred~cting.purp~se~ is fpd = t(l - a/2, n - 2) RMSE [ 1 +! + ,,(Td - T)

]compromised. Several statistical technIques, Including pnnclple n ~ (T - T)2
component analysis (Ruch et al., 1993b; Reddy and Claridge, d-1 d

\..-'" 1994) and singular value decomposition (Anderson, 1990),
have been utilized to deal with multicollinearity in HV AC appli- (5)

cations. In addition, neural network models have also been
shown to effectively correlate energy consumption with weather 2Th;;- uncertainty of nonnalized savings follows in a similar manner. except
conditions (Kreider and Haberl, 1994; Haberl and Thamilseran, that (Md :!: food> would be replaced by (P d :!: fpd>_'
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-. where: able. For example, for many buildings only monthly billing

. data may be routinely available. However, the growing use
~ E - E 2 of dedicated metering equipment and energy management and

d=1 (d) control systems in commercial buildings has increased the avail-RMSE = Root Mean Square Error = -(n - 2)- (6) ability of high time-resolution energy-use data. In these cases,
there is a choice of data time-scale for measuring savings.,/ The t-statistic, t( I - a12, n - p), is a function of the level of When attempting to estimate weather-corrected savings using~ significance (a), the number of days in the preretrofit period ambient temperature data, the uncertainty of the estimate is a

(n ), and the number of parameters in the model (p). The level function of the strength of the correlation between the energy
of significance (a) indicates the fraction of predictions that are consumption data and outside air temperature (Eq. 5). Thislikely to fall outside of the prediction uncertainty bands. In correlation grows stronger when the other factors that influence
practice, the value of the t-statistic is close to 1.96 for a reason- building energy consumption, such as internal heat gain and
able number of preretrofit data points and a 5 percent signifi- solar loads, are effectively removed. Because internal heat gains
cance (95 percent confidence) level. In addition, the value of and solar loads tend to cycle on a daily basis, their effect onthe parenthetic term is usually very close to unity. Thus, Epd can energy consumption can be minimized by selecting a data time
be closely approximated as: scale equal to or longer than the 24-hour cycle. Thus, averageE "" 1.96 RMSE (I + 21 )1/2 (7) daily ene~gy consumption and temperature data represe~t the

pd n shortest tIme scale that can remove the effect of the dIurnal

The uncertainty associated with the total savings over m peri- variation of internal heat gains and solar loads from the energy

ods in the postretrofit period is the root sum of squares of the consumption data. Moreover, many commercial buildings also

uncertainty associated with each daily value of savings (Hol- operate on a strong weekly cycle in which weekday energy

man, 1996). consumption is much greater than weekend energy consump-

.. tion. The effect of this cycle can be removed by using average
E" = [I, (Esd)2]1/2 (8) weekly energy consumption and temperature data to measure

d-1 savings. However, use of long time-scale data also introduces
a different type of error into the estimate of savings becauseWhen Epd and Emd are constants, Eq. 8 reduces to: long-term average temperatures may not accurately represent

E = E v';;; (9) the heating and cooling loads imposed on a building.

" ,d The data time scale that introduces the least error into the

The relative uncertainty of the total savings is the uncertainty estimate of savings can be determined by comparing the uncer-associated with the total savings divided by the total savings. tainty of savings E" for the possible data time scales. If m isthe number of hourly data periods, then, by Eq. 9, E" for a
Relative Uncertainty of Weather-Adjusted Savings = !o!!- regression model based on hourly data would be:

Slot
E" = (E'd )hourly modelv';;; ( 13)

( 10)
. E" for a regression model of daily data would be: and the total savIngs are:

'-" Slot = m.S'd ( 11 ) E" = (E'd )daily model.r;;m ( 14 )

Th th I . . f th tal .
b Similarly, E" for regression models of weekly and monthly dataus, ere atIve uncertainty 0 e to savIngs can e approx-

(a S "';
ng 28 d Y th) Id b . . d b s U a s per mon wou e. Imate y:

Relative Uncertainty of Weather-Adjusted Savings E" = (E,d)weeklymodel.f;;;j!68 (15)

= E'dl(v';;;~) (12) E" = (Esd)monlhlymudel[;;;i6:ri (16)

Equation 12 demonstrates that the relative uncertainty of sav- ~u~, the time scale that gives the lowest Es, would be the

ings decreases as the number of data points in the postretrofit Inlmmum of:

period m increases. This result makes sense when one considers or. lfi4 IJI68 1,1672that the mean of the individual predictions from an unbiased (E'd )hourly (Esd )dally or (Esd )weekly or (ESd )monlhly
least-squares regression model will equal the mean of the values (17)
of the dependent variable as the number of predictions goes to . . .

infinity. or, more sImply, the Inlmmum of:The uncertainty estimated by this procedure is the uncertainty RMSE d RMSE . lfi4
of correcting for changing weather between the pre and postret- ( )Jlourly r ( )daily or
r?fit periods. Other factors that can i~fluence energy con sump- (RMSE)weekly/JI68 or (RSME)monthly/Y'672 (18)

non, such as occupancy or operatIng procedures, can also

change between the pre and postretrofit periods and are not In practice, this method of selecting the data time scale usually
accounted for by this estimate of uncertainty. In addition, these results in selection of the shortest available data time scale.
uncertainty formulations assume that the model residuals areuncorrelated. Because this is seldom the case with time-series Functional Forms of the Regression Models

energy consumption data, these methods may under-predict the . . . . . . .

true uncertainty of weather-adjusted savings. Ruch et aI. No sIngle empmcal model IS app~opnate for all buIldIngs,

( 1993a) and Reddy et al. (1998) describe more detailed meth- types of measured ener~y con~umptIon data and .HV AC. sys-

ods for calculating uncertainty which explicitly consider auto- terns: Howe,:er, four basIc functIo~al forms,. each WIth a ratIo~al
correlated residuals. phYSICal basIs, have emerged as wIdely applIcable for measunng

weather-adjusted energy savings in commercial buildings (Fig.. 1 ). The models can be characterized by the number of regres-
TIme-Scale of the Data sion parameters; for example, the simple linear regression model"""-' In many cases, the time-interval of the data used to measure E = fJI + fJ2To is a two-parameter (2P) model. The three, four
savings is determined simply by the type of data that is avail- and five-parameter models are called change-point or seg-
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Fig. 1 Two, three, four, and five-parameter regression models

men ted-linear models. Change-point models typically combine where the ( ) + and ( ) - symbols indicate that the quantities

search methods and least-squares regression to find the best-fit in the parenthesis should be set to zero when they are positive

models. and negative respectively. Three-parameter models are appro-

The simplest empirical model appropriate for modeling priate for modeling envelope-driven energy consumption in
weather-dependent energy use is the linear relation: buildings without simultaneous heating and cooling, such as

- - .8 .8 ( 19) residences, multi-family housing and small commercial build-

E - 1 + 2T 0 ings. The PRISM Heating-Only and Cooling-Only models

where .81 and .82 are regression coefficients and To is the outside (Goldberg, 1982; Stram and Fels, 1986; Fels, 1986) are special
air dry-bulb temperature. Two-parameter (2P) models are ap- cases of three-parameter models in which monthly utility billing

propriate for modeling sub-metered cooling or heating energy data are regressed against degree-days with base temperature
use in constant-air-volume systems without added control fea- equal to the three-parameter change-point temperature.

tures such as hot deck reset or an economizer cycle, and without The best-fit change-point temperature .83 can be identified

large latent loads. using analytical (Goldberg, 1982; Ruch and Claridge, 1992b)

Three-parameter (3P) cooling and heating models incorpo- or grid-search methods. Because of the presence of multiple

rate a change-point temperature term (.83) in addition'to con- local minimums, grid search methods have, in some cases,

~ stant (.81) and slope (.82) terms: proven to be more robust. In a two-step grid-search method,

E =.8 +.8 (T -.8 ) + (20) the first step is ~o id~nt!fy the r~n?e of possible .change-po.int

c 1 2 0 3 temperatures by IdentIfYIng the minimum and maximum outside

Eh = .81 + .82(To - .83)- (21) air temperatures frQm the data set. Next, the minimum outside
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Fig. 2 Simulated sensible cooling and heating energy consumption for a dual-duct CAV system. The qua-
dratic term is so small that energy consumption appears to be linearly related to outside air temperature.

This figure demonstrates the expected shape of the cooling and heating curves; numerical values will vary
according to the building and climate.

air temperature is selected as the initial value of (33 and the data or whole-building electricity data from buildings with both

model is regressed against the data to find (31' (32 and a measure electrical chillers or air conditioners and resistance heating.

of goodness-of-fit such as RMSE. The value of (33 is then incre- They may also be appropriate for modeling fan electricity con-

mented and the regression is repeated until (33 has traversed the sumption in variable-air-volume systems.

entire range of temperatures. The value of (33 that results in the The grid-search method for identifying the 5P change-point
lowest RMSE is selected as the best-fit change-point tempera- temperatures must be adapted to handle two change-point tem-

ture. This method can then be repeated with a finer grid centered peratures (34 and (35. One method is to fix (35 at the maximum

about the initial best-fit value of (33. The uncertainty with which temperature and then traverse the temperature range from the

the change-point temperature is known can be approximated as minimum temperature to (35 with successively incremented val-

the width of the finest grid (Kissock et al., 1994). ues of (34. Next (35 is reduced by one temperature increment,

Four-parameter models (Ruch and Claridge, 1992b) of the and the search is repeated until all combinations of (34 and (35

form: for which (34 < (35 have been tested. The combination which

~ .

(3 (3 (3 -
(3 T

(3 ) + ( 22 yields the lowest RMSE is selected as the best-fit change-point
E = 1 + 2(To - 4) + 3( 0 - 4 ) temperatures (Kissock, 1996).

are appropriate for sub-metered heating and cooling energy use The ~election of the most appropriate functional form of the
in variable-air-volume (V A V) systems and/or in buildings with regressIon mod~l \2P, 3P, 4P or 5P) c~uld be .made. ba~ed

high latent loads. In addition, these models are also appropriate ~po~ best-fit cnte~a alone. H.owever, thIS se~ectlon cnten?n

for describing non-linear heating and cooling energy use caused InevItably results m ~e selectIon of t.he functIonal form with

by hot deck reset schedules and economizer cycles. The change the greatest. number of m~ependent v~ab!,es (5P) and ma.y lead

point temperature (34 is identified using a grid search method !o a regressIon model whIch has been .fit to r~do~ vanances

similar to the one described for the three-parameter model (Kis- m the data rather than to the underlYIng relatIonshIp between
sock et al., 1994). energy consumption and weather. In this respect, the best fit

Five-parameter 5P models (Stram and Fels, 1986; Fels and ~ay not give the best p~ediction of .energy consumpt~on under

Reynolds, 1993; Kissock, 1997) of the form: different weather condItIons. For thIS reason, the choIce of the

- functional form of the model should correspond to the expected
E = (31 + (32(To - (34)- + (33(To - (35)+ (23) relationship between energy consumption and weather for the

are appropriate for modeling energy consumption data that in- particul~ heating and cooli.ng s~stem being cons~dered. In the
1 d b th h t" d 1.

h 1 tn " h t next sectIon, expected relationshIps between heatIng and cool-

cues 0 ea mg an coo mg suc as e ec c ea -pump. .. .

, mg energy consumption and ambIent temperature for common

types of HV AC systems are derived.

Physical Basis for Ambient Temperature-Regression

Vcv Vva Models

Although heating and cooling systems in commercial build-

ings are inherently complex, simplified relationships between

steady-state heating and cooling energy consumption and ambi-

ent temperature for common types of HV AC systems have been
derived (Katipamula and Claridge, 1993; Kissock, 1993; Reddy

Vmin et al., 1995). Selected results from common HV AC systems

are presented in this section.

Figure 2 shows the expected relationship between sensible

Tsp Tzone sp Tzone heating and cooling coil loads for a typical dual-duct CA V

"-""

F . 3 S h t "

f CAV d VAV ".

b t I I . th Th system as predicted by the simplified simulation model (Kis-

Ig. c ema IC 0 an mixing ox con ro a gon ms. e . .

vertical axis is the volume flow rate of air through the mixing box and sock, 1993). In dual-duct CA V systems, the sensIble heatIng
the horizontal axis is the zone temperature" and cooling energy consumption are quadratically related to
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Fig. 4 Simulated sensible heating and cooling coil loads for a VAV system. This figure demonstrates the
expected shape of the cooling and h~ating; numerical values will vary according to the building climate.

ambient temperature; however, the quadratic coefficient is neg- warm weather, the presence of internal heat gain in the interior

ligibly small for typical building and HV AC system parameters. zones precludes cooling energy consumption from going to zero

Hence, coil heating and sensible cooling loads are essentially even at low outside air temperatures. The energy/temperature
linear with ambient temperature. The 2P-regression model is curves from V A V systems are well described by 4P models.
directly applicable for these system types. Latent loads can be a significant part of the overall cooling

In V A V operation, the variable-air-flow rate causes the rela- coil load, especially in humid climates. Internal sources of mois-
tionship between coil energy use and ambient temperature to ture in commercial buildings include human respiration and

become nonlinear. Figure 3 shows typical mixing box control perspiration, plant respiration and moisture evaporated into the

algorithms for CA V and V A V systems (Knebel, 1983). In a air during cooking and cleaning. These sources are essentially

CA V system, the total flow rate (represented by the dotted line) independent of the outside air temperature and depend on the

is constant. In a V A V system, the flow rates of the cool and occupancy and functionality of the building. Moisture is also

warm air streams are modulated to match to match the zone carried into the building with ventilation air. When the dew-

load. During high cooling loads, warm air to the zone is com- point temperature of the ventilation air is greater than the dew-

pletely shut off; during high heating loads, cool air to the space point temperature of the cooling coils, water vapor is condensed

is shut off. During low load conditions, heating and cooling air on the cooling coils and removed from the air stream. The
' / streams are mixed to satisfy the minimum ventilation require- energy required to condense the water vapor in the ventilation

ment. This type of control minimizes the mixing of cool and air is the latent ventilation load.

warm air streams and results in significant fan, cooling and To demonstrate the effects of outside air humidity on the cool-
heating energy savings (Kissock et al., 1992). ing load, six months of outside air specific humidity and dry-

V A V control changes the expected shapes of the relationship bulb temperature data in central Texas were Used as input to the
between coil energy consumption and outside air temperature simulation model. Other parameters that influence the cooling coil

(Fig. 4). Both heating and cooling energy consumption exhibit load such as internal loads were held constant. Figure 5 shows

temperature change-points that correspond to the changing air the total hourly cooling coil load, Ec, for CA V and V A V systems

flows in the V A V mixing boxes. Note that while V A V control plotted against outside air temperature. The lines of points forming

successfully reduces heating consumption to near zero during the bottom of the data represent the sensible cooling loads at

14
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E 8 C CAY'

4 +
1 .

2 I

0 I --,-- --i , ,

.20 .10 0 10 20 30 40

Outside Air Temperature (C)
V Fig. 5 Simulated hourly cooling coil loads for CAY and VAV systems. The fan shapes are caused by the

latent ventilation loads.
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Fig" 6 Simulated CAV daily cooling and heating coil energy use for hypothetical weekday (750 kWh/day)
and weekend (375 kWh/day) intemalloads

different outside air temperatures. The fan shapes are caused by indicator variable I is defined to be I for weekdays and 0 for

the latent ventilation loads. 4P regression models of cooling en- weekends. Thus for weekdays, I = I and daily energy use is
ergy use would show a clear change-point at about 13°C where given by:

latent loads begin to appear and the shape of the cooling energy .

use data increases. The significant reduction in cooling energy Ed = (.BI + .B3) + (.B2 + .B4)Td. (25)

required by the V A V system is also clearly evident. For weekends, I = 0 and daily energy use is given by:
Internally generated loads, such as the heat given off by .

people and electrical equipment, can be a significant fraction Ed = (.BI) + (.B2)Td. (26)

of total cooling load in commercial buildings. The effect of "". "

" t " ".

t II d I . d h " . 1 The Indicator vanable allows models of multIple daytypes to

vana Ions m m erna oa s on coo mg an eatIng COI energy "... .

b . tI" t d b . th I " II d be combIned Into a sIngle regression model and determIneduse can e mves ga e y varyIng e e ectnca y generate .. . . " " .
"

t I I d fr t . I kd I f 750 kWh/d With a sIngle regression. A statIstIcal procedure for determining
m erna oa s om a yplca wee ay va ue 0 ay . .. .

t t "

I k d I f 375 kWh/da F " 6 h when separate models for different daytypes are JustIfied IS

0 a yplca wee en va ue 0 y. Igure sows

d .

b d b Ki k t I (1992b). . . escn e ssoc ea. .

that heatIng energy use Increased and cooling energy use de- y

creased when the internal loads were reduced by one half. The

magnitude of the differences between weekday and weekend Case Study Example
thermal energy use suggests that separate weekday and weekend The Texas A&M University Zachry Engineering Center

models may be appropriate for buildings with large differences (ZEC) is a 30,000 m2 classroom, office, computer and labora-

"'--"'" in internal loads. Separate models will decrease the model error tory facility comprised of four stories and an underground park-

and increase the resolution of the savings. Separate models may ing garage. The building is served by 12 dual-duct air handling

also be appropriate for holidays and/ or periods when the HV AC units located in the parking garage underneath the building.

system is operated differently. Chilled and hot water for the cooling and heating coils are

Separate weekday and weekend models can be combined into supplied to the building by the campus physical plant. The

a single regression model using an indicator variable, I. For a existing CA V air distribution system was converted to a V A V

2P model of daily energy consumption, the combined weekday air distribution system as part of the Texas LoanST AR program

and weekend regression model would be: (Claridge et al., 1991). The ZEC was instrumented in May,

t. =.B +.B T +.B I + .B T I (24) 1989 and over ~O channels of hourly data, including weather
d I 2 d 3 4 d data from a station located on the roof, are monitored and col-

where Ed is daily energy use predicted by the model, T d is the lected. Cooling and heating energy use were determined by

average daily outdoor air dry-bulb temperature, I is the indicator measuring the flow rate and temperature of the cool and hot

variable, and .BI' .B2' .B3' and.B4 are regression coefficients. The water streams as they enter and leave the building.
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H \6J/da,1 The first step in the process of measuring cooling and heat-

50 , ", ing energy savings is identifying the pre-retrofit, construction
- , ' "" and post-retrofit periods, Figure 7 shows air-handler electricity

120 I",: " use changing from a nearly constant signal during the preretro-
, "..,' ;:: : fit period, to a signal with small irregularities during construc-

90 " , ':"::':~!;:~i,'" tion, and then to a variable signal during the postretrofit period

1 ,I .', ;'.. ',!'; , when the variable-air-volume system becomes operational.. : :,,:::'::,,::,', Actual air-handler electricity savings could be determined by
60 .. . . .. ~ '~,'.~:~~~':;, , subtracting measured electricity consumption in the post-retro-

... ~.~,,~' !;":I:::", fit period from the mean electricity consumption in the preret-
J 30 ~t .. o.~~l~:.:: :;"', rofit period. In this case, no weather adjustment is necessary
t' ..~ 'I..'. ~..,:;'.' because preretrofit electricity consumption is obviously

-- : .;", weather-independent.

0 Pre and postretrofit daily cooling energy use and models are
, -100 00 10.0 200 30.0 Temp (~ro shown in Fig. 8. The linear relationship between cooling energy
r consumption and outside air temperature in the preretrofit period

Fig. 9 Pre (dots) and postretrofit (circles) heating energy use and is consistent with simulation results for CA V systems (Fig. 2).
models at the ZEC Likewise, the segmented linear shape of postretrofit cooling
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'0: ;.'. energy use is consistent with simulation results for V A V sys- Haberl, J., and Thamilseran, S., 1996, "Predicting Hourly Building Energy

t ( F. 4) Use: The Great Energy Predictor Shootout II; Measuring Retrofit Savings: Over-
ems Ig.. .. . view and Discussion of Results," ASHRAE Transactions, Vol. 102, Pt. 2.

Actual energy savIngs dunng the 389 days of available postret- Hirst, E., and Goeltz, R., 1984, "Comparison of Actual and Predicted Energy
rofit data were calculated from Eq, I to be 17,130 GJ. Even with Savings in Minnesota Gas-Heated Single-Family Homes," ORNL/CON-147, Oak

the relatively good fit of the preretrofit model (R2 = .80 CV- Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN.

RMSE - 8 0 t) th t I t . fth es .d als C 'annot Holman, J., 1996, Experimental Methods for Engineers. McGraw-Hill, Inc.,

- . percen , e au o-corre a Ion 0 e r I U New York NY.

\ be overlooked (p = 0.59). Thus, a hybrid ordinary least squares Jamieso~, D., and Qualmann, R., 1990, "Computer Simulation Energy Use

"-.-/ auto-regressive approach (Ruch et al., 1993a) was used to esti- Metering or Can We Count On Energy Savings Estimates In Designing Demand

mate the uncertainty of the savings to be :t I 835 GJ. The average Side Programs," Proceedings of the ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency
dail . th fi 440 + 57GJ/da ' .th . inBuildings,PacificGrove,CA,Aug.,pp.10.105-10.114.

y savIngs are . ere ore ,_. . ~ WI an unce.rtalnty Katipamula, S., and Claridge, D., 1993, "Use of Simplified System Models to
of weather correction of :t 12.9 percent. This Includes an estimated Measure Retrofit Savings," ASME JOURNAL OF SOLAR ENERGY ENGtNEERlNG,

chilled water measurement error of:t5 percent. Vol. 115, pp. 57-68.
Pre and postretrofit heating energy use data points and models Katipamula, S., Reddy, A., and Claridge, D., 1994, "Development and Applica-

h . F. 9 Th R 2 d CV RMSE f h fi tion of Regression Models to Predict Cooling Energy Consumption in Large
are sown m Ig.. e an . - 0 t e preretro t Commercial Buildings," ASME/JSES/KSES International Solar Energy Confer-

model are 0.88 and 26.1 percent. UsIng the same method as for ence, Hawaii, Mar.

chilled water savings, actual heating energy use savings are Kissock, K., Claridge, D., Haberl, J., and Reddy, A., 1992, .'Measuring Retrofit
estimated to be 37,2 :t 4,8 GJ/day with an uncertainty of Savings for the Texas LoanSTAR Program: Prelimin.ary Methodology and Re-

th t . f + 13 0 t suits," Proceedings of the ASME/JSES/KSES InternatIonal Solar Energy Confer-
wea er-correc 10? 0 - . percen. . ence, Hawaii, Mar., pp. 299-308.

The use of ambient temperature regression models to measure Kissock, K., Reddy, A., and Claridge, D., 1992b, "A Methodology for Identi-
retrofit cooling and heating energy savings at other buildings fying Retrofit. Savings in Commercial Building~," The Eighth. Symposium .on
in the Texas LoanST AR program are shown in Fig. 10 (Kissock, ImprovIng Bulldmg Systems I,:, Hot and HumId Climates, Mechanical Engmeenng

. . . Department, Texas A&M University, Dallas, TX, May, pp. 234-246.

1993 ). The uncertaInty of the coolIng and heating energy use Kissock, K., 1993, "A Methodology to' Measure Energy Savings in Commercial

models, as measured by CV -RMSE, averaged 11.4 percent and Buildings," Ph.D. Dissenation, Departmenl of Mechanical Engineering, Texas

14,1 percent respectively. Uncertainties of weather-correcting A&M University, College Station, TX. . "

savin
gs on the order of 15 Percent (at the 95 percent confidence Klssock, K... Reddy, A., Fletcher, D., .and Clandge, D., 1993, The Effect of

. . . Short Data Penods on the Annual Predlchon Accuracy of Temperature Dependent
level) are charactenstlc of this method after about a year of Regression Models of Commercial Building Energy Use," Proceedings of the
postretrofit data has been collected. The magnitude of error ASME-SED Conference, Washington, DC, Apr., pp. 455-463.
could be reduced somewhat by inclusion of other weather varl- Kissock, K., Wu, E., Sparks, R., and Haberl, J., 1994, "EModel: Version 1.4d,"

abIes in the models, but at the cost of increasing the complexity ~as Engineering Experiment Station, Texas A&M University, College Station,

of the models and the data requirements. Kissock and Fels, 1995, "An Assessment of PRISM's Reliability for Commer-

cial Buildings," National Energy Program Evaluation Conference, Chicago, IL.

Kissock, J. K., 1996, "Development of Analysis Tools in Support of the Texas

Summary LoanSTAR Program," University of Dayton, Department of Mechanical and

.. . . Aerospace Engineering, Dayton, OH.
This paper descnbes a procedure for estimating weather-ad- Kissock. J. K., 1997, "Tracking Energy Use and Measuring Chiller Retrofit

justed savings in commercial buildings using ambient-tempera- Savings Using WWW Weather Data and New ETracker Software," Cool Sense

ture regression models. The appropriate use of both linear and National Forum on Integrated Chiller Retrofits, San Francisco, CA, Sept.

. I . d I fi .. Knebel, D., 1983, Simplified Energy Analysis Using the Modified Bin Method,
change-poInt east-square regression mo e s or estimating sav- American Society of Heating Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers Inc.

V ings is described. The procedure includes an approximate Atlanta, GA. '.' ,

method for determining the uncertainty of savings and selecting Krarti, M., Kreider, J., Cohen, D., and Curtiss, P., "Prediction of Energy
the best data time scale. Savings for Building Retrofits Using Neural NetWorks," ASME JOURNAL OF

Wh . l th d . . . h f h SOLAR ENERGY ENGINEERING, Vol. 120, No.3, Aug.
. I e wea er-a Just~ent IS Important, ot e~ actors, suc as Kreider, J. F., and Haberl, J., 1994, "Predicting Hourly Building Energy Usage:

mtemalloads and setpomt temperatures, also Influence energy The Great Predictor Shootout-Overview and Discussion of Results," ASHRAE

consumption in buildings and may change between the pre and Transactions, Vol. 100, Pt. 2, pp. 1104-1118. .. .

postretrofit periods. Future work should identify the sensitivity Neter, J., .Wasserman, W., and Kutner, M., 1989, Applied Lmear Regresston
f . d . h . h . bl d d I Models, irwm, Inc., Boston, MA.

0 estimate savIngs to c anges m t ese vana es an eve op Reddy, T. A., and Claridge, D. E., 1994, "Using Synthetic Data to Evaluate
robust methods for accounting for their effects. Multiple Regression and Principal Component Analyses for Statistical Modeling

of Daily Building Energy Consumption," Energy and Buildings, 21, 1994, pp.
35-44.
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